
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact: Ivy Cayden, ivy.cayden@thehiddenmeridian.com 
 
Ivy Cayden’s new book receives a warm literary welcome. 
   
(Louisville, KY) – Readers' Favorite announces the review of the 
Young Adult - Coming of Age book Everything All At Once (Book 1 in 
the Chorduroys And Too Many Boys™ series) by Ivy Cayden, currently 
available at http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1949293009!  

 
Readers' Favorite is one of the largest book review and award contest 
sites on the Internet. They have earned the respect of renowned 
publishers like Random House, Simon & Schuster, and Harper Collins, 
and have received the "Best Websites for Authors" and "Honoring 
Excellence" awards from the Association of Independent Authors. They 
are also fully accredited by the BBB (A+ rating), which is a rarity among 
Book Review and Book Award Contest companies. 
 
"Reviewed By Lisa McCombs for Readers' Favorite 
 
Kila has everything a girl could want: A happy family, more than one 
best friend, a boy who adores her, and a killer playlist. Her only problem 
is that the boy she likes isn’t the one who wants her. There is also 
someone else who sparks her interest. How was she to know who is a 
contender for her heart? Maybe, just maybe, she really doesn’t know 
what her heart really wants or needs. As Kila struggles with indecision 

and unfair choices, she realizes that high school relationships are often made up of false charm and 
undetermined shifts in personality. It’s not all good and can be dangerous “dressed up in” vocals, 
making music the universal catalyst of life. 
 
Everything All at Once by Ivy Cayden is aptly titled in this unique teen story of first love, first kisses, 
and appropriately manufactured musical interludes. Cayden presents a unique way to enjoy an 
already fun story. Throughout the text are highlighted song titles that, when downloaded, the reader 
is encouraged to activate for an interesting addition to the reading experience. Well-developed 
realistic characters share their musical interests to make this almost a dual plot, filled with age 
relatable symbolism and common teenage situations. As a great addition to a classroom or personal 
library, young adult readers will become enraptured with Everything All At Once while anxiously 
awaiting (as am I) the next in the series." 
 
You can learn more about Ivy Cayden and Everything All At Once at 
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/everything-all-at-once where you can read reviews and the 
author’s biography, as well as connect with the author directly or through her website and social 
media pages. 
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